Chapter Achieves National Rank for Fundraising
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By concentrating its energies on striving for excellence and upholding the ideals of their spiritual founder, Robert E. Lee, Kappa Alpha Order has become one of the strongest brotherhoods on campus. During rush, their emphasis on the Order's meaning and strong tradition helped to pledge seventeen fine men.

The brothers have expended their presence on campus by becoming involved in campus honor societies, varsity sports, cheerleading, and a variety of activities. The list continues to grow. In intramural sports and other interfraternity activities, the Kappas again had several fine performances. Their teams excelled in basketball and this past spring's track meet. Fantastic participation by the brothers allowed them to make an excellent showing in Greek Week.

Through Friday afternoon street collections and another golf tournament, KA managed to surpass last year's total for Muscular Dystrophy and rank eighth nationally among KA chapters. A state-wide golf outing involved several chapters and a renewed emphasis on the Leukemia Drive should allow them to surpass previous years' collections.

Once again the Kappas managed to overcome all obstacles and force Dean Dull to surrender the campus in the Old South March. This past year's Old South lived up to its reputation, as the brothers enjoyed a full week of lively activities.

Their chapter is making great strides and enjoys itself in the process. Through diligent work and dedication to the goals of excellence, they plan to continue on the road to improvement.


TOP, LEFT TO RIGHT: A fumble-fingered KA laughs at the little egg that got away. A confederate drummer keeps the beat as his troops storm the hill. Ward Broom gasps as his brothers stumble in the Mattress Race. BOTTOM, LEFT: An alumnus helps his brothers out during rush.
On April 19, 1981, eleven young men entering a pledge program had a vision. The Lambda Delta Chapter of Kappa Alpha Psi is the crystallization of that vision. These young men recognized the need for a fraternity whose purpose of achievement in every field of human endeavor most exemplified their own aspirations. Chartered just two years ago, Lambda Delta is a young, thriving chapter with the fortitude and vision unique to Kappa men.

Recognizing the need for positive role-models for the youth of its community, the chapter is active in Guideright, the national service program of the fraternity. Guideright projects included tutorial services at the local Boy's Club, participation in the Red Cross workshop for youth, soliciting funds for Leukemia and Sickle Cell Anemia, and hosting a carnival at a local home for the elderly.

Dedication to the teachings and doctrines of Phi Nu Pi gives the “Nupes” of Lambda Delta the inspiration, imagination, ambition and determination to go beyond the norms of everyday experience. The brothers of Lambda Delta are constructive, dynamic, active young men working hard to fulfill the fraternity's purpose of achievement.

Yo Nupes! ... Low-Down Lambda Delta ... Krimson 14kt Diamond ... Krimson Cincopation ... The Bond is tight ... Pretty Boys, Inc. since 1911 ... Krimson 'n Kreme ... Hey Scroller! ... Hey Scroller! ... Vision of the Diamond ... Ah Yessir! ... Like Thunder and Lightning ... Plezure ... Black Magic ... Buggs Malone ... Mini-Mite ... Kappa Kane Masters ... Kappa Alpha Psi’s got the Phi Nu Pi ... The Gigolos ... The Players ... Icy Nupes ... Sundance ... Maniac ... Mr. Smooth ... Go Jackets, Sting 'em, and if the Jackets don’t, the Nupes will.

TOP, LEFT TO RIGHT: Brothers threaten deamons at the pep rally. Brian Webb and Anthony Weathers admire the scenery.

BOTTOM, LEFT TO RIGHT: Step practice is held in the E.S.M. Building. Studying is a part of Greek life.
KAPPA ALPHA PSI

Fraternity Prides Itself in Service to Community
Emphasizing the accomplishment of goals through a spirited brotherhood, the members of Kappa Sigma were ranked fourth overall among fraternities at year’s end. Achievement in academics, athletics, and campus activities all contributed to this accomplishment. Alpha Tau began its year with a successful rush. To account for the large number of brothers graduating, the Kappa Sigs proudly pledged twenty fine men.

Spring quarter proved the Kappa Sigs number one in their division in Greek Week competition. Spring was also a time to party at the annual luau characterized by tropical garb and bamboo constructions. Altruistic efforts during the year were highlighted when the members of Alpha Tau raised one of the top amounts of money campus wide in the Leukemia Drive. Winter quarter was welcomed with the arrival of the Black and White Formal held in February. The Kappa Sigma fraternity continued to set higher and higher goals throughout the year in order to maintain its ranking on campus.

**Quest! . . . We’re history . . . You gotta love it . . . P.F.’ing . . . Tuna . . . We are closed now! . . . St. Simons Seven . . . F.Z.H. . . . I know your knot . . . Cooterfest . . . Save the wildbeast foundation . . . Blow it out . . . AEKDB!**

TOP, LEFT TO RIGHT: Jay Gettman speaks with a female friend during rush. The Kappa Sigs pass a tense water carrier in the Little Sister Pass during Greek Week. BOTTOM, RIGHT: The brothers welcome a new pledge into their fraternity.
As the largest and one of the most diverse fraternities at Tech, Lambda Chi Alpha continued this year to be a leader in the Greek community. Once again the Choppers brought home the IFC Activities trophy for their active involvement and leadership on campus. They also maintained recognition as one of the most outstanding fraternities on campus by receiving the second place IFC trophy.

Fall rush was another success at Lambda Chi as thirty outstanding young men became associate members. Associates and brothers together were again actively involved in community affairs. Among this year’s activities were fundraising for Leukemia and the annual Trick-or-Treat for the Techwood kids.

Lambda Chi Alpha showed great improvement in sports, tying for the school championship in bowling, winning wrestling, and they were champions of the Gold League in both football and volleyball. Other teams in sports ranging from basketball to soccer to inner tube waterpolo were also very competitive. With renewed emphasis on sports, the Choppers are looking forward to even greater success in the future.

Despite the various demands placed upon Lambda Chis, they still found time to have one of the best social settings on campus. After a long winter quarter, spring found everybody more than ready to work on that all-important suntan and make the annual trip to Florida’s Gulf Coast. “Ten bands in ten weeks” set the tone for fall quarter. This year’s winter formal saw the Choppers playing in the Snow at Beech Mountain, N.C., and mixers with sororities from Tech as well as other nearby schools enhanced the normally dreary Atlanta winter.

Diversity, enthusiasm, and involvement have been the Choppers’ greatest assets in building another successful year and will continue to be important in continuing the Lambda Chi traditions of strong leadership and brotherhood.

Ack!... Hung like a Hoo-ha... Stag-ger, don’t stack... Rock City... Boom, See ya!... Archives... Oh, What a tangled web we weave... F.O. and D. ... I say thee nay!... Catfish II... I question that... Horse Hocker... Life’s a bitch and then you die... S.A.D.

LEFT TO RIGHT: Mark Henry plays the piano in the Headhunt for Talent Show. John Thompson and Ben Eazzetta prepare to run in the hat race. Brandy, a long and faithful mascot.
Small Group Makes Great Strides

Though their numbers were few their spirit was great. Pride and hard work resulted in an exceptional year in service for Omega Psi Phi Fraternity, Inc. The brothers of Delta Kappa chapter helped the NAACP in its push to register voters by sponsoring a voter registration day on campus. They tutored kids at the Sickle Cell Anemia Foundation, sponsored an achievement week that showcased the achievements of black Americans. Showcasing young talent in Atlanta, Omega Psi Phi sponsored a talent hunt. Besides this multitude of service projects the brothers also held offices in other campus organizations.

As if service was not enough, an active social calendar proved to be enjoyable and a needed relief. Not forgetting academics the brothers raised their chapter’s overall grade point average and continued to strive for improvement.

Though these tasks may seem impossible for such a small group, the brotherhood of Omega understood that such tasks required men who were thoroughly immersed in the spirit of Omega. These men are dedicated to serving mankind and do what some say cannot be done.

Scum-dog . . . We’re not your average huckleberry hounds . . . Paul, what happened to your lip . . . Keeper of the Pooch . . . E-O, Day! . . . Gee-head . . . OK, what are you doing? . . . After all these years, still throwing down . . . Aren’t our sweethearts beautiful! . . . Big Brother Doofy Que . . . SWANK!

TOP, LEFT TO RIGHT: Frederick Work takes the jump shot. Kurt Wilson paints a church wall during a weekly community service project. BOTTOM: Brothers listen to a concert.
“A tradition of excellence” set the tone for the Phi Delt's this year. They had a successful rush, upheld their athletic tradition and continued to excell in academics and community services.

The year began with great success as the Phis gained twenty-three outstanding pledges. They were proud to have the highest projected GPA of any fraternity on campus.

The 1983-84 school year showed the Phi Delts continuing in their tradition of athletic emphasis. They won the fraternity football championship for the third straight year and won the school championship in 1983. They won the Ron Rico Flag Football Tournament in the spring, while also capturing the 5'11" basketball championship and the doubles tennis championship. While many brothers were busy playing intramural sports, still others were busy supporting varsity sports. They had brothers starting in football, basketball, and tennis.

The social calendar was packed as usual with socials with sororities at Tech, Clemson, Auburn, Georgia, and West Georgia. The constant stream of band parties helped relieve the tension of classes throughout the year. The Phi Delt Bowery Ball and spring trip to Panama City were the highlights of the year.

The Phi Delts also had a great year outside of athletics and parties. They placed in the top five among fraternities in the Leukemia Drive. Academically, they stayed in the top third among all fraternities. The Phi Delts were also recognized as the best overall Phi Delta Theta chapter in the Southeastern Region by being awarded the Frank Carter Award for the sixth straight year.

Boot Camp McShane ... Treza ... Hokie Man ... Nice guy; not a Phi ... Gypsy Woman and Rat Head ... She passes ... Howard's Little Brother? ... Who threw the sofa out of the window? ... Drunk Will ... Party Animal ... Twinkle ... She's Sexy and Fifteen ...
A sense of renewed pride showcased by increased participation in campus and community affairs highlighted Phi Gamma Delta's achievements during the year. A determined push by chapter leaders to open channels of communication within the chapter and a call for increased organization enabled members to participate competitively in activities which formerly had not been the chapter's forte.

The results of this effort surfaced during fall quarter. In addition to a strong pledge class of twenty-seven, Fiji captured the fraternity intramural championship in cross country, and sent a scrappy yet persistent Cinderella-team to the school finals in flag football. Clearly though, one of Gamma Tau's proudest accomplishments of fall quarter was receiving the first place award in the 1983 Homecoming Display Contest and a second place overall finish.

During the winter the strong sense of camaraderie continued in all areas of the chapter. From the traditional Norris Pig Dinner with the best alumni attendance in years to scholarship to athletics to the annual Purple Garter Formal, the Fiji's were enthusiastic and involved ending the year with spring quarter's famous Fiji Island Party.


TOP, LEFT: Rhonda Duggan gossips with Steve Zingenheim and Alex Tymchuk. BOTTOM, LEFT TO RIGHT: Dirk Farrow gives a tug. Mark Kehne and Kevin O'Mahony take an exotic trip. Jon Strombom concentrates on a falling egg.
In continuing with the tradition of academic achievement at Phi Kappa Sigma, it came as no surprise to the brothers of the Alpha Nu chapter that they ranked first among fraternities in fall quarter's scholarship averages, showing that the Skulls treat academics seriously. This honor was recognized by the national chapter through the coveted Educational Fund Scholarship Award.

Although studies are important, social events have the preponderance. Whether it be a theme party, band party or a night on the town, the Phi Kaps know how to have a good time. A few highlights of the year were the Heartfixers during Rush, steak on the lake, the spring formal and the second annual shindig of all southeastern Phi Kap chapters.

Besides social, the Phi Kaps took part in other activities around campus and throughout the community. One major standout was that of the IFC Leukemia Drive. The chapter congregated $3500 for the philanthropy. This amount qualified the chairperson for an all expense paid weekend in the Bahamas.

Other activities included a good showing in Homecoming and Greek Week. Intramurals also play an important role in the life of a Phi Kap, where football and soccer are the mainstays.

Turning away from the activities of the brothers, the “skull” house underwent many improvements over the course of the year. A new roof and air-conditioner, a water heater, linoleum floors, and remodeled bathrooms were the major thrust of the renovations.

TOP, LEFT: The Skulls march in the Homecoming pep rally. BOTTOM, LEFT TO RIGHT: Roland Meyers was among the cheerful brothers who rushed more than just prospective pledges. Mike Houlihan, assured of victory, laughs as his partner finishes off the opponents.
Phi Kappa Tau, one of the smaller fraternities on Tech's campus, set its priorities high this year with a pledge to become more involved. They worked extra hard to excel in various areas of student life. Their main emphasis was in campus activities, academics, and intramurals.

In the spring, the Phi Kappa Taus boasted a division clinching softball team. Fall intramurals produced division titles in football, soccer, and bowling. All of these feats proved that hard work and enthusiasm really do pay off.

This renewed spirit towards involvement was apparent during rush. The brothers pulled together to show what Phi Tau was all about. Hard work paid off and a spirited pledge class was obtained.

The concentrated efforts of pledges and brothers on increased activity, produced an impressive fifth place ranking in Homecoming. This accomplishment was a great feat for a small fraternity. It was an outstanding display of dedication and brotherhood that benefited both the campus and the fraternity.


TOP, LEFT TO RIGHT: Greg Wendel slides under the bamboo during limbo competition. The Phi Tau yacht sails down Fowler Street. Brothers throw one of their little sisters over their heads. BOTTOM, LEFT: Rush does not have to be all work and no play.
Phi Kappa Theta fraternity has enjoyed a productive year. Their plans for expansion have covered a kaleidoscope of areas. Included among these was an increasing scholastic average and more IFC involvement. The year started with a bang when the Phi Kaps celebrated their fifteenth year on campus. Culmination of this milestone called for a week long celebration during spring quarter. Casual band parties, Alumni/Active parties, and a formal celebration were all included.

Fall quarter celebrated a renovation of rush procedures. The Phi Kappa Thetas pledged twelve new members. This new enthusiasm along with the support of the brothers created a sense of social awareness. A good showing was made in the Leukemia Drive by roadblocking, selling coupon books, and through Alumni-Active challenge events.

One of the major highlights of the year for the Phi Kaps was finalization of plans for a new house. The brothers of Gamma Tau Chapter hope to create a new image upon acquiring a new modern house. The Phi Kaps have made progress this year which will lead to future expansion.


TOP, LEFT TO RIGHT: The Phi Kap chariot races for the finish. Brothers sail their wreck down Fowler Street. BOTTOM, LEFT: Rushee reaches for another pitcher of daiquiris.
Despite a large graduation class last year, Phi Sigma Kappa kept going strong with a fine rush, picking up twelve new associate members. The Little Sister program also got a big boost during rush. New little sisters brought the total up to twenty-five, making them a formidable match for the brothers, but who's complaining?

Fall quarter found the Phi Sigs active as always, advancing to the playoffs in football and participating strongly in Homecoming week’s activities, culminating with a dinner dance with a strong showing of alumni. The brothers also participated in community activities, particularly by dodging cars and eating large quantities of pizza for Leukemia.

A first for this year was a retreat, which took the brothers and associate members out camping for a weekend of fellowship. A shivering night on Red Top Mountain strengthened relationships and made for a lot of good times.

Winter quarter was busy for the chapter, as Phi Sigs from all over the Southeast came to Atlanta for a Province Conclave. The Founder’s Day Formal was the highlight of the year’s activities. Overall, the Phi Sigs enjoyed a great year of promoting brotherhood, stimulating scholarship, and developing character.

Chip — in search of ... upper level management decisions ... The Hoove ... Are you in heat? ... Love slave ... Outta here! ... Consider if you will ... Mrs. “T” ... The Rock ... Mr. Freon ... Hey, Terror, the Pin Pongs loved your show ... Concrete blocks — no problem! ... the World Congress Center or the Fallout Shelter ... the Bad Daddy ... Love Decahedron ... Damn Proud.
Pi Kappa Alpha fraternity completed another successful year at Tech by emphasizing leadership and athletics. During Greek Week, Pikes cheered as the brothers won event after event. In a display of creativity during Greek God competition, the Pikes carried their candidate into the arena in a litter. As he was lowered gracefully, beautiful women brought him a sword and escorted him to the judges stand. This victory expresses the dedication of Pi Kappa Alpha to total excellence as they captured their fifth Greek Week victory in six years.

Brothers and pledges worked together throughout the quarter. The Pikes raised over $5000 in the Leukemia Drive. To follow their performance in Greek Week, the fraternity pulled together to win a first place victory in Homecoming. The Pikes were the team to beat in many sports. Their emphasis on athletics lead to strong showings in almost every sport and many playoff berths. Brothers continued to hold leadership positions in many campus organizations. These included Student Government, Interfraternity Council, and many clubs and honoraries.


TOP, LEFT TO RIGHT: Pikes watch Greek Week from their temporary headquarters. Pat Mulrennan hurla keg. BOTTOM, LEFT TO RIGHT: Hail God Zeus. Rushee learns of activities.
Iota Chapter began this year with an extremely successful fall rush. Renewed dedication yielded a pledge class of twenty-five fine young men — one of the largest classes in recent years. As a result, the chapter passed the 1000th initiate mark this year, a milestone few Pi Kapp chapters have attained.

Philanthropic endeavors were again stressed throughout the year. During fall quarter, the brothers tripled last year’s donation to the Leukemia Drive through roadblocking and other fund raisers. Pi Kappa Phi continued to make large contributions to its own national charity, Project P.U.S.H. (Play Units for the Severely Handicapped).

This year’s social calendar was highlighted with many theme parties, including the annual weekend-long Spring Sizzler pool party. The Homecoming formal at the Dunfey Hotel and the Rose Ball formal in spring at the downtown Hilton proved to be events that will not soon be forgotten. And of course, Wednesday night pilgrimages to the 3rd Street Tunnel Pub helped to ease the tensions of school.

Academic excellence continued to be one of Pi Kapp’s strong points as the brothers maintained a top twenty percent standing on campus. A surprising number of brothers even managed to attain 4.0’s and still remain active in fraternity and campus affairs. Pi Kappa Phi hopes to do even better next year in academics and in all other aspects of fraternity life.

TOP, LEFT TO RIGHT: Jeff Johnson working hard on the Homecoming display. Bob Wysocki and fellow brother cheer for the Jackets at a pep rally. BOTTOM: Relaxing during rush.
Celebration was in the air for the Gamma Tau chapter of Psi Upsilon as they reached their 150th year as a national fraternity and their thirteenth year as a chapter on Georgia Tech's campus. The small size of the chapter did not diminish the large amount of school spirit demonstrated by the diversified brothers of Psi Upsilon. Their successes include roadblocking for over a thousand dollars to contribute to the Leukemia Fund, maintaining a high scholastic average and winning intramural division championships in volleyball, intertube water polo and softball, with the "Aerial Circus" and "Water Buffaloes" barely losing in the semi-finals.

Fall rush this year gleaned seven spirited pledges for Psi Upsilon, new furniture and carpet and a revitalized kitchen and bathroom. The basement was not in equally sparkling condition, especially after the craziness of the Annual Beach Party which left the house decorated with sand. The Country Club Party and the Homecoming Dance at the Omni were other highlights of the social functions with the brothers of Psi Upsilon. The 1983-84 year was a great one all around for the chapter.


LEFT TO RIGHT: This brother rejects a Delta Upsilon attempt at a spike during an intramural volleyball game. Academics play an important part of Psi Upsilon's goals.
Extending their fine traditions on campus, Sigma Alpha Epsilon pledged sixteen outstanding young men during fall rush. Several more pledges were added to the chapter during winter rush.

Participating in many facets of campus life, the brothers of Georgia Phi were active in all branches of Student Government, as well as the Interfraternity Council. They also raised money for several charities, including the Ham Ansley Leukemia Drive. In the third annual Cecil B. Day Memorial Dribble, the brothers raised money for Leukemia by dribbling a basketball from Athens to Atlanta. With competitive basketball and soccer teams, the SAEs participated in and enjoyed intramural sports again.

Socially, the SAEs had another active year. Along with post-football game band parties, the SAEs continued their other traditional parties. Spring quarter was kicked off by Minerva’s Period, followed by the Spring House Party in Panama City, Beer Softball, and the yearly appearance at the Greek Week Cocktail Party. The 6:00 morning social and bus social to Athens were highlights for fall quarter. Winter quarter followed with Sweetheart Weekend and the annual ski weekend at Sugar Mountain.

In many areas of fraternity life, the year was another successful one for SAEs, paving the way for many more to come.

Tag Team... Freshman Weight Gain Program... SG... Have you seen my HP41-CX?... Cresap, Carol called... Muddahaha... Perla Bear... I’m afraid to drink... The big three... SAE General Hospital... Cheap Drunk... Rank... Limp Noodle... Rat and Spike’s third roommate... Put ‘em in the rack and... Have you seen my car keys?... Eric “Bighouse” Rylander... $4,000 Splash at Bennigan’s... The door to your home is open.

TOP, LEFT TO RIGHT: George Griffin catches the egg during Greek Week. SAEs and friends go wild with the band. BOTTOM, LEFT: Eric Rylander stands around the lion with his brothers.
Success is Attributed to Increased Chapter Quality
Quality in academics, social life, and leadership was the theme of the year for the Sigma Chis. The fall pledges helped scholarship tremendously by being ranked number one scholastically among fraternities. Rush featured several band parties, a trip to a Braves game, a casino night, and an excellent speech from Tech’s basketball coach Bobby Cremins. Excellent leadership was provided by the brothers, with the highlight being the stabilization of financial operations.

Socially, the brothers enjoyed diverse and entertaining activities, including Derby Days and the traditional Winter Formal. Through organization and planning, the brothers hosted one of the most successful Derby Days in Beta Psi history. Participating sororities raised money for charity while having fun at the same time. The brothers also raised money for Leukemia and Arthritis.

Poolside Deck and Rail Tie Wall Beautify House
Continuing their tradition of active participation in campus events, Sigma Nus were seen in athletics, fundraising, socializing, at campus meetings and running organizations. A feeling of intense competition yet pleasant diversion combined for a successful intramural program. They captured fraternity titles in softball and swimming while taking league titles in soccer, racquetball and volleyball. Sigma Nu could be seen in Ramblin' Reck Club, Student Government and Intrafraternity Council.

Extensive fundraising for two projects yielded a wealth of capital. House improvements, the first of these projects, was begun with the construction of a railroad retaining wall and railing at the front of the house and a pool side deck. Campus and community services, such as the Arthritic Foundation, benefited from their fundraising and generous involvement.

A packed social calendar added a needed break from Tech's rigors. Thundering bands, laughter and an occasional yell, "Social is buying Twenty pitchers at Tunnel Pub," could be heard billowing from the Sigma Nu house during their lively socials. White Rose, the winter formal, a ski weekend, a trip to the beach and their Spring Island Party were the most memorable of their events.

High-spirits, activity and dedication helped attain many goals and promoted the brotherhood of which Sigma Nu's are proud.


TOP, LEFT TO RIGHT: Chris Andersen socializes with a friend. A Sigma Nu prepares the trike for the Mini-500 Race. A pledge discusses fraternities with a rushee. Bruce Wheeler makes sure that a waiter looks sharp at a rush party.
Capping a successful fall rush, the annual Polynesian Party, with a grass and bamboo suspended bridge, attracted hoards of rushees. Grass skirts swayed, punch ladies dipped and music sounded as partiers drifted among the palms. As in previous nights, rushees were related the character of Sigma Phi Epsilon.

They were told of the new emphasis on studies. Goals were set to raise Sig Eps' grade point average, and through the efforts of each brother they were honored with the most improved award for Scholarship by the Interfraternity Council during the Greek Week Cocktail Party.

Rushees found that athletics at this fraternity were important. Sig Eps participated in every intramural sport; each team was competitive. Following rush they fielded a fraternity and school championship ultimate frisbee team.

Like most social fraternities, Sigma Phi Epsilon packed a calendar with mixers and events which would enliven most any Tech student’s days. Several bands rocked the front lawn while sorority mixers and little sister functions shook the house. A cold, wet winter quarter was brightened by a beautiful formal.

Service to school and community were evidenced by an enthusiastic Leukemia drive which yielded over $5,000. In addition, their popular “Women of Georgia Tech” calendar benefited the Sudden Infant Death Syndrome Society.

Twenty-nine men pledged Sig Ep because of the goals and accomplishments the fraternity had accumulated. These new affiliates worked closely with the brothers in services, studies, competitions, and socials throughout the year.

“Fire it up son”... deficient in my officiousness... Panda Club... The book... Tucker has blossomed... Little Stripper Club... Horsehead... Mom White... “Well, I don’t know.”

TOP, LEFT TO RIGHT: Brothers build suspended bridge for annual Polynesian party. Sig Eps work to renovate house before fall rush. BOTTOM, LEFT TO RIGHT: Brother entertains at rush. Rushees and brothers enjoy party.
Diversity Contributes to Successes

Diversity has been a quality of which Tekes are proud. Success in many areas can be attributed to this quality. They proved to be a social fraternity also dedicated to service and athletics.

Several activities including an important role in the IFC Leukemia Drive and contribution to the Cancer Foundation earned Tau Kappa Epsilon commendation. They were awarded the IFC Community Service award given during the Greek Week Cocktail Party.

Rush was not only fun but it yielded a great pledge class. These new members increased the chapter's morale and enthusiasm as well as its size.

The chapter's athletes led the fraternity to several championships. Tekes gained second place in the school in track and field. They were also defending school and fraternity champions in waterpolo and tennis.

With renewed enthusiasm and hard work, the brothers of Alpha Nu received many rewards. New carpet, paint, and hard work before school started made the Theta Chi house look better than ever. The enthusiasm also paid off during rush, which was highlighted by twenty-four new pledges and some of the best parties on campus. The Pyramid Party, Pimp and Whore Party, and several band parties showed that the Theta Chi's emphasize friendship and a good time.

Campus involvement played a big part in Theta Chi life. The brothers took pride in their Homecoming participation, including a highly mechanized display and a fixed body wreck. In a much improved intramural campaign, the brothers of Theta Chi had a strong second place finish in fraternity soccer. No matter what the outcome, Theta Chi always had a rowdy cheering section on the sideline.

In addition to campus activities, Theta Chi also devoted much time to community service. They topped last year's mark of $5,000 raised for the Leukemia Society. They have also officiated the Diet Pepsi Road Race for the past three years. Overall, Theta Chi continued to be a leader in campus involvement and spirit.

“Nobody”... The name of the game is Ultimate Gentleman’s Jet... Stuntman... Someone could lose an eye... 'em if they can’t take a joke... 3rd Street... eye-openers... 5 second penalty... 200 Club... GYS... I like it... And justice for all... Numbface... Huh-boys... Dogface, Linebacker, Noseguard... Tres Backstabbers... “A hot summer’s day” — Aaaaragh!

TOP, LEFT TO RIGHT: Going all out in the little sister pass for Greek Week. Marching down Techwood in the Homecoming Parade. BOTTOM, LEFT TO RIGHT: Another unwilling victim of the Theta Chi yellow jacket.
Membership Boosted to Highest Level in Ten Years

With much to be thankful for, the Beta Alpha Chapter had another year of blessings. They had an extremely successful fall rush, which pushed their membership to its highest level in ten years.

In campus sports and events, the brothers showed much enthusiasm and participation. The fraternity participated in intramural football, volleyball, soccer, basketball, cross country, and softball. Theta Xi also participated in many campus events during Greek Week and Homecoming.

Once again, Theta Xi had a busy social calendar, as well as a strong service program. The social year was highlighted by the Sweetheart and 6294 banquets. Devoting many hours to service projects, the brothers helped many people. This year included such events as the annual Veteran’s Day Run, the Polesit — a fundraiser for Theta Xi’s national philanthropy, Multiple Sclerosis, and other local community projects.


TOP, LEFT TO RIGHT: Two Theta Xi’s turning the other cheek. A great time to discuss Christmas break. BOTTOM: A brother helps out in studies.
Placing third on campus academically, and capturing the “most improved” trophy fall quarter were two of the highlights of the past school year.

There were other highlights including successful rush which led to an active brotherhood and the revision of the famous bowling ball-powered wreck for the “Tropical Tech” Parade. There was the First Annual ZBT Alumni Brunch before the Homecoming game, and an undefeated season in “C” League football.

While striving to better themselves academically and become more involved on campus, they still managed to enjoy an active social calendar. Rocket fuel band parties, tubing the Hooch, caving, white water rafting, and the spring break Panama City trip were popular ways to break a week of studying at ZBT.

The biggest event of 1984 was the completion of a thirty year mortgage. This makes ZBT one of only a few houses on campus that is actually owned by the brotherhood. ZBT will begin complete renovations of the chapter house beginning summer 1984, making the years to come more promising for the brotherhood.

The Brick is dead! . . . Burnin' down the couch . . . The William T. Sherman Club is at it again . . . E.M.C. . . . E.E. Party Machine . . . The Passion King . . . With a rebel yelp . . . Nose patrol . . . Puntang . . . Ghandi . . . Zen baby . . . The big chachabingos . . . The Mutant . . . Are you one of those damn Hare Krishnas or something . . . Joe #:\left(2^{\left(D+\left(M \mod 2\right) \times 29\right) \div 7\right)+\left(D+\left(M \mod 2\right) \times 29\right) \mod 7\right)+N+3\right) \mod 15+1 . . . B.B.B.H.'s . . . Scrogs in heat . . . Hey Puddin' head . . . Monads . . . No pain, no gain, no brain . . . Carl is still dead . . . Frank's repetitive Floyd.

TOP, LEFT: Brother spikes the ball into play during an active of intramurals. BOTTOM, LEFT TO RIGHT: Karl Armstrong enjoys a kitchen full of little sisters. This ZBT found the tug to be a muddy drain of energy. “Like to try some rocket fuel?“